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Uncover causality — the next level
of pathway analysis
Genomic, proteomic, metabolomic and other
life science data are puzzle pieces to complex
biological networks and pathways. Leveraging
the unique structure and unparalleled content
of the Ingenuity® Knowledge Base, Ingenuity
Pathway Analysis (IPA) reveals significant
molecules,

biological

pathways,

and

networks underlying complex ‘omics data.
Now, IPA Advanced
the

scope,

Analytics

expands

empowering you to discover

novel mechanisms of action.
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Pathway, network and functional
analysis with IPA
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linked to the targets in analyzed data and
whose activation or inhibition may account

IPA is a web-based software application for the

for observed changes.

analysis, integration, and interpretation of data
derived from gene expression experiments
including RNA-Seq, microRNA and SNP microarrays, metabolomics, proteomics, and small-

IPA Advanced Analytics — get the
most out of your data
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Figure 1. Causal Network Analysis identifies multi-tiered regulatory networks underlying patterns in data. Gene expression data
from blood of mice exposed to welding fumes were analyzed for upstream regulators. Standard analysis identified the interferon
regulatory factor IRF7. Causal Network Analysis expanded the scope to include more regulators and identified the protein kinase
PRKRA as a possible regulatory node, which may work through IRF7 to elicit the observed expression changes.

The innovative features of IPA Advanced
Analytics:

Generate informed hypotheses
about causality

•

The Causal Network Analysis feature of IPA

Generate novel hypotheses for mecha-

nisms of action or drug targets

•

Prioritize predicted regulatory networks by

connection to disease or phenotype of interest

•

Uncover causal relationships relevant to

your experimental data
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Advanced Analytics uses powerful algorithms
to generate multi-leveled regulatory networks
that may explain the gene expression changes
exhibited in a dataset. The core Upstream
Regulator Analysis of IPA identifies upstream

IPA® Advanced Analytics

Figure 2. Comprehensive profiles of phenotypes in BioProfiler. Capitalizing on the highly interconnected content of the Ingenuity
Knowledge Base, BioProfiler delivers detailed listings of genes and compounds implicated in diseases and other phenotypes,
which the user can filter and sort to hone in on interesting causal mechanisms.

molecules that are directly connected to the

causal networks as hypotheses to explain

targets exhibiting changes in a dataset. So,

patterns in the dataset. Furthermore, by

for example, in a study on gene expression

prioritizing resulting networks by molecule,

changes in blood of mice exposed to toxic

disease, function or phenotype, the user can

welding fumes, IPA identified activation of tran-

discover more distant connections between the

scription factor IRF7 as a causal mechanism

causal network and the research or therapeutic

for the observed upregulation of targets in the

area of interest.

analyzed dataset.
Causal Network Analysis goes the next step.

Identify causally relevant
molecules and genes

It enables the discovery of novel regulatory
mechanisms by expanding upstream analysis

The Ingenuity Knowledge Base contains

to include regulators that are not directly

over 5 million facts extracted from scientific

connected to targets in the dataset. Thus, in

publications and databases and structured so

our

that each relationship between molecule,

previous example, IRF7 may be an
regulatory

diseases, and phenotype is characterized and

activity of protein kinase PRKRA (depicted as

searchable. BioProfiler probes this repository

the root of the causal network in Figure 1).

of scientific information to generate molecular

The user can quickly visualize the regulatory

profiles

networks most closely associated with a

biological processes (e.g., apoptosis) listing

particular disease or phenotype and then

all the genes and compounds that have been

intervening

molecule

of

the

of

diseases,

phenotypes,

and

prioritize the most interesting and relevant
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associated with the profiled term. The power of

Relationship Export

this tool lies in the intuitive and comprehensive
layout of the results (Figure 2) enabling the

The Relationship Export capability in IPA

user to find, filter, and prioritize genes and

enables you to export relationships from net-

compounds based on the research question

works and pathways for further visualization.

at hand. The user can focus on molecules of
interest, find causally relevant genes, filter for

You can export the structural information

specific genetic evidence or for species, and

contained within IPA networks or pathways

explore associations with similar diseases or

for visualization in other tools such as

phenotypes. The surfaced data can then be

Cytoscape. The export format contains

examined further in the context of pathways

relationships modeled as triples: Node A ->

using all available IPA features.

Relationship -> Node B (Figure 3).

Maximize insights into your data
With supporting evidence from published
data and powerful analytics, IPA Advanced
Analytics enables you to generate testable
hypotheses and validation experiments for the
causal connections embedded in your data.
IPA Advanced Analytics takes you beyond
standard analyses so you can focus on novel
insights about the causes of disease or other
phenotypes of interest.

Figure 3. An IPA network (left) exported as “triples” in a text file and imported and visualized
in Cytoscape (right)

Get the most out of your biological analysis.
Visit www.ingenuity.com/products/ipa
IPA Advanced Analytics is intended for molecular biology applications. This product is not intended for the diagnosis, prevention, or treatment of
a disease. For up-to-date licensing information and product-specific disclaimers, see the respective Ingenuity product site. Further information can
be requested from support@ingenuity.com or by contacting your local account manager.
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